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Abstract
Ellen Taaffe Zwilich was developing her talent and public acclaim at the same time
as Joan Tower, John Corigliano, Philip Glass, Steve Reich, Fred Rzewski and many others.
In her compositions, she never avoids musical styles of either the past or of vernacular
musical idioms with which she is familiar. Rather, she tries to discover new ways of
treating them. Not surprisingly, the listener is familiar with her music through her
employment of past musical styles and sonic experiences. This study explores Zwilich’s
Double Quartet for Strings (1984), which not only exemplifies the nature of Zwilich’s
personal creativity, but also reveals different musical influences on the composer. I shall
examine Zwilich’s individual techniques and styles employed in the composition, that are
also reflected in many of her other compositions. In order to provide insight into her
compositional styles and handling, I will also discuss Bartókian musical traits and
Haydn-like humor found in her composition. The significance of the Double Quartet also
lies in Zwilich’s strategy in manipulating musical texture. At times, one is reminded of
minimalist texture. In the composition, unity is perceived through thematic and motivic
connections. Both themes and motives are used as building material to expand new
musical ideas. All these musical treatments are accustomed to ears. It is not surprising that
her music brought her to the notice of the wider concert-going and listening public.
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茲薇莉希雙弦樂四重奏的音樂風格
郭瓊嬌∗
摘要
茲薇莉希（Ellen Taaffe Zwilich）與陶瓦（Joan Tower）、柯里力亞諾（John
Corigliano）
、葛拉斯（Philip Glass）
、萊希（Steve Reich）和列夫斯基（Fred Rzewski）
等作曲家在相同的時期出名。在她的作曲生涯中，她使用過去和美國本土的音樂風
格，並且用一種新的方式使用這些素材，而令人驚訝的是聽眾透過她使用過去素材
的音樂風格和聽覺經驗更能熟悉她的音樂。本文以茲薇莉希的雙弦樂四重奏（1984）
為例子不只是因為此作品具有她成熟的個人創造力，而且可以從中看到其他作曲家
的影響力，本文將以此作品探討茲薇莉希的獨特創作手法和風格，而這些特色也反
映在她其他的作品中，為了深入了解她的作曲風格和創作手法，本文還會以此討論
巴爾托克的音樂特徵、海頓般的幽默創作方式和極簡主義。在茲薇莉希的雙弦樂四
重奏中，可以看到主題和動機貫穿全曲，作曲家以此為建構素材擴展新的音樂理念，
而這樣的音樂處理方式是聽眾所習慣的，因此茲薇莉希的作品受到廣大的聽眾歡迎。
關鍵字：茲薇莉希、雙弦樂四重奏、女性作曲家和二十世紀音樂
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For the past three decades programs of work by female composers, especially Ellen
Taaffe Zwilich, have been frequently performed in the United States and Europe. Zwilich
was developing her talent and public acclaim at the same time as Joan Tower, John
Corigliano, Philip Glass, Steve Reich, Fred Rzewski and many others. She was the first
woman to receive a doctorate in music composition from the Juilliard School in 1975 and
the first to receive the Pulitzer Prize in music in 1983. Her music certainly demonstrates
unique personality.
Unlike many of her contemporaries whose music reveals a deliberate break with the
conventional past, Zwilich’s music is perceived as “accessible” and “approachable.” Her
musical character has very much to do with her music perspectives. In an interview she
once said, “people try to decide what I’m supposed to do. It’s hard enough for me. I don’t
want them to decide what I should be doing… There were people from each of those
places [classical or jazz realms] who kind of looked askance at the other side. But that
didn’t make any sense to me; I wanted everything” (Frank J. Oteri)
In her compositions, she never avoids musical styles of either the past or of
vernacular musical idioms with which she is familiar. Rather, she tries to discover new
ways of treating them. Not surprisingly, the listener is familiar with her music through her
employment of past musical styles and sonic experiences. As a result, she consistently
receives praise for her ability to compose music of high quality that has an immediate
appeal to audiences.
Despite various stylistic influences in her music, the composer does not allow
diversity of musical styles to hinder the expression of her personal identity. She continues
to explore a great variety of genres through which she is able to convey her personality.
Thus, this study explores Zwilich’s Double Quartet for Strings (1984), which not
only exemplifies the nature of Zwilich’s personal creativity, but also reveals different
musical influences on the composer. In the paper, I shall examine Zwilich’s individual
techniques and styles employed in the composition, that are also reflected in many of her
other compositions. In order to provide insight into her compositional styles and handling,
I will also discuss Bartókian musical traits and Haydn-like humor found in her
composition. The significance of the Double Quartet also lies in Zwilich’s strategy in
manipulating musical texture. At times, one is reminded of minimalist texture.
Despite various musical styles, sharp contrasts in tempi among movements and a
sense of fragmentation in musical textures, the musical materials are closely linked
together. Thus, I shall explore what musical technique has been used to create
fragmentation in the music and how Zwilich connects the musical material and ideas in
the music.
In addition, this study will consider the reception of Zwilich’s music, investigating
how her music is generally perceived. Although to some extent critiques of music reflect
the musical quality of composers’ compositions, such critiques serve as further guidelines
to the understanding of Zwilich’s music in general, even though they provide no detailed
supporting evidence and information to their claims.

Background and Receptions
Zwilich has gained increasing publicity and admiration since she won the Pulitzer
Prize for music in 1983 for her Symphony No. 1 (1982). Her mature compositional style
challenges contemporary composers who continued the path of modernist writings. In her
oeuvre, Zwilich has composed music for various genres, with different combinations of
instruments. Nevertheless she has written no opera and theatrical genres, and has no
intention of doing so. In an interview, she said, “I enjoy opera, but I just don’t have a
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desire to write one… I used to play in the stage band at the Met. And it’s a big world, and
it’s a world occupied by a whole variety of collaborators, including the stage director who
has come to prominence in recent years. I don’t get the goose bumps. I had a really good
opportunity to write an opera, but it just didn’t light my fire. It’s not me” (Frank J. Oteri).
Throughout her creative career, Zwilich has also received a number of honors,
including a Guggenheim Fellowship, the Alfred I. Dupont Award, the Elizabeth Sprague
Coolidge Chamber Music Prize, the Arturo Toscanini Music Critics Award, four Grammy
nominations, an Academy Award from the American Academy of Arts and Letters, and
honorary doctorates from Michigan State University, Mannes/New School, Converse
College and Oberlin. Her music has been selected for performance at the International
Society for Contemporary Music’s “World Music Day.” In 1995, she was named as the
first Composer’s Chair in the history of Carnegie Hall, and was designated Musical
America’s Composer of the Year for 1999. Today her compositions enjoy worldwide
recognition. Many of her compositions have been recorded.
Indeed, her music is widely known and has received a good deal of critical attention.
Although her music is often seen as “tonal” and “neo-Classicism”, it cannot be
specifically categorized into any one period of the musical past and any particular school
of style. A brief survey of the receptions to Zwilich’s music is provided here.
In a music review, John von Rhein describes Zwilich’s music as audience-friendly
and that she is writing with a different attitude: “her music is that rare thing – challenging
to performers and accessible to audiences without pandering to them. Tonal and solidly
crafted, her works have remained in the repertory at a time when so much stuff by her
contemporaries already has been consigned to the dumpster of history” (John von Rhein).
To some extent, Zwilich seeks to infuse neo-classicism musical language into her
music. For example, Rhian Samuel compares Zwilich’s music to neo-classicism: it “relies
heavily on the language and gesture of neo-Classicism, exploiting the orchestra
traditionally, with the exception, perhaps, of instrumental range” (Rhian Samuel 311).
Others claim that “her [Zwilich’s] mature style – a mix of neo-Classical craftsmanship,
roiling energy and tonal accessibility – came into focus slightly later, from her
Pulitzer-winning Symphony No. 1 onward” (Steve Smith). Indeed, some of Zwilich’s
music demonstrates her interest in the music of the past. For example, both her Trumpet
Concerto (1984) and Concerto Grosso (1985) both draw from materials and structures of
the past.
Other positive receptions concerning Zwilich’s musical style and internal musical
construction include those from Terry McQuilkin, Michael Walsh and Diane Peacock
Jezic. To many music critics, Zwilich’s compositions are not difficult to describe and
understand. McQuilkin asserts that, by Zwilich “doggedly eschewing any compositional
party affiliation, the Pulitzer-winning (1983) composer avoids trendy mannerisms and
academic clichés. Her harmonic and structural vocabularies stem from the conservative
traditional movements of this century, yet her music speaks with a strong, distinctive
voic” (Terry McQuilkin). Michael Walsh observes: “on the page her music looks as clear
as Brahms’; to the ear it sounds as bold and vigorous as Shostakovich's or Prokofiev's.
But it always remains her own” (Michael Walsh). In her book, Women Composers, Diane
Peacock Jezic writes that Zwilich is an impeccable craftswoman: “[Zwilich’s] music is
clearly accessible and yet of first class craftswomanship. Her career is one of the most
remarkable twentieth-century success stories in the history of U.S. women composers”
(Diane Peacock Jezic 177). Nevertheless, some critics see the compositional style of
Zwilich as “barely distinguishable from the American symphonists between the world
wars” (John Rockwell).
Not only is Zwilich’s music often associated with neo-classicism, but it is also
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compared with the music of Shostakovich, Prokofiev and Bartók. For example, David
Cope claims that, in her Double Quartet and String Trio, Zwilich “brings a fresh look to
an old stylistic face: a post Bartókian vocabulary with an unpredictable dramatic
intensity” (David Cope 593). Zdenek Macal, who conducted several of Zwilich’s music
compositions, such as her Triple Concerto (1995), Third Symphony (1992) and
Celebration for Orchestra (1984), asserts that “Ms. Zwilich always has new ideas or
combinations. It’s oriented on 20th-century development of music – Shostakovich and
Prokofiev. She paints” (Leslie Kandell). John von Rhein also relates Zwilich’s 1998
quartet to the musical quality of Shostakovich and Prokofiev: “Zwilich's 1998 quartet,
written for the Emerson Quartet, makes no secret of its debt to the dark lamentation of the
Shostakovich quartets and the motoric drive of Prokofiev's Fifth Symphony” (John von
Rhein 2001). Rhein also writes that “her [Zwilich’s] music has been identified with the
19th Century romantic tradition, but, in fact, its melodic and tonal orientation is informed
by a broad range of influences that could have been born only in this century” (John von
Rhein 1991).
Zwilich once remarked: “Bartók and Shostakovich I find very attractive. My music
has a strong component of Dionysus and Apollo. Music is both intellectual and visceral.
I’m aiming for a feeling of spontaneity that comes from a basic sort of control and
engages all of us – making music and listening” (Leslie Kandell). Her other personal
views on compositional writings also help to explain the stylistic quality found in her
music. She said:
I tend to take a rather long-range view of things and to have a
sense of continuity and sense of growth in doing something
that’s very much part of my nature and that I feel strongly
about – meanwhile, always trying to do something a little
different with each piece so you have continuity with your own
past and with music’s past while also taking off on a slightly new
direction each time (Lisa C. DeLorenzo and Ellen Taaffe Zwilich
47).
Her studies with two American leading composers, Roger Sessions and Elliott Carter
at Juilliard School in the 1970s, was significant in Zwilich’s compositional writing. Both
composers provided her encouragement and Zwilich was able to find her own voice and
make progress: “they were immensely helpful in my development. They allowed me my
independence…I don’t think my music sounds at all like either of them, but they
influenced my thinking irrevocably”(Tim Page 29). Indeed, beginning in the 1980s,
Zwilich has produced a substantial body of work that demonstrates her originality.
However, the death of her husband, Joseph Zwilich, in 1979 had a considerable
impact on Zwilich; she began to search for a different way of composing. She recalled
after finishing her Chamber Symphony (1979):
I had begun writing [the Chamber Symphony] before Joe died,
and when I came to complete it, everything had changed…
Suddenly all talk of method and style seemed trivial. I wanted to
say something, musically, about life and living…We’ve had to
come to grips with an incredible amount of evil and pain in this
century… but this agony is only one reality; we shouldn’t forget
beauty, joy, nobility, and love – greater realities which artists
must learn to express once again (Tim Page 29).
Zwilich’s music shows a wide range of influences; she incorporates diverse elements
and styles of music of the past in her work, and at the same time uses elements of the
musical language of her own time. She claims that: “I consider myself an individual. I feel
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free to use whatever sources appeal to me: Balinese, 19th-Century, even the so-called
avant-garde. Writing music is a constant discovery process. I try to let the music take me
someplace I've never been” (Marc Shulgold). To Zwilich, her music emphasizes musical
values of “inspiration.” She is committed to the belief that “inspiration engenders product,
which, in turn, engenders more inspiration…” (Tim Page 29).
Her Double Quartet was commissioned and premiered by the Chamber Music
Society of Lincoln Center on October 21, 1984. A music critic, Donal Henahan, writes
that, in the Quartet “Zwilich displayed a clear-eyed maturity and a rare sense of balance.
She unites music that pleases the ear and yet has spine” (Diane Peacock Jezic 177). The
Quartet also attracted the attention of Davic Cope who wrote in a music review that the
composition was an “important addition to string chamber music literature…it
demonstrates Zwilich’s understanding of the idiomatic requirements of the string family
and her full appreciation of the unique timbral combinations without relying on special
effects (pizzicato accepted)” (David Cope 593).
As a composer, Zwilich is sensitively aware of addressing both performers and
listeners, largely because this seems most natural to her. To Zwilich, the priority of
composing is about “writing music for players” and style is not something she thinks
about consciously (Frank J. Oteri). In addition, many music critics claim that Zwilich’s
compositions emphasize communication with audiences. For instance, Allan Kozinn
writes that:
Ms. Zwilich, who holds the first Carnegie Hall composer's
chair, writes music that is concise, easygoing and accessible, with
only the mildest forays into angularity and dissonance to mark it
as modern and distinguish it from pure Romanticism. It is, in
other words, generally likable and rarely challenging, yet there
are always structural signposts to give a listener a sense of
place…(Allan Kozinn 1997).
Perhaps the key to the success of Ellen Taaffe Zwilich's music
is its predictability. Normally, that would not seem an ideal
attribute for new music, but Ms. Zwilich's work appears to
proceed from the assumption that too much has been made of the
need for novelty, and that listeners actually hate being entirely in
the dark (Allan Kozinn 1994).
Robert Schwarz also asserts that “Ms. Zwilich has developed a relationship with
performers and audiences that might have seemed impossible today” (Robert Schwarz ).
Indeed, not only does she enjoy interacting with performers, but also one of Zwilich’s
goals is to write music that is pleasurable to perform:
I’m not a “composer”; I’m somebody who writes music for
people to play and somebody who spent a great deal of my life
playing music myself. It’s a different perspective than somebody
who’s defined as a composer very early on. There’s a different set
of issues, I think. I’m very much into the whole performance
scene (Frank J. Oteri).
She once remarked that “composition is both written and a performing art – it must
sound” (Tim Page 29). To Zwilich,
Success is hearing a wonderful performance of a piece of mine.
That to me is the pinnacle of success. I’m not denigrating any of
this. Winning the Pulitzer Prize is very nice. It’s wonderful. But,
to me, getting that kind of feedback, really getting a wonderful
performance… That’s what really drives me. That’s kind of what
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I aim for (Frank J. Oteri).
Moreover, Zwilich is always concerned with and takes interest in how her music
would present to the public before composing a piece of music:
When I began my Double Quartet, I went to Alice Tully Hall, to
find out exactly where the players would be sitting, and how
their sound would reach the audience. By the time I actually
started composing, I didn’t have to just jot down a disembodied,
arbitrary B-flat. I knew that it was a specific B-flat for viola, in
this register or that, this context or that. In this case of my
Double Quartet, I even knew whether it would sound from the
right or the left side of the stage (Tim Page 30).
Zwilich divided the Double Quartet into two groups of string quartets, with seating
arrangements set apart from each other by the width of the stage. In the music she creates
a sense that the two groups are having a conversation, and at times complementary to
each other. In other words, it could be seen as an antiphonal style between instrumental
groups. As a composer, Zwilich is keen to emphasize instrumental groupings in her music.
She stresses that “this simply isn’t an octet, I wanted the audience to realize that this was
not just a piece for cellos, two violas, and four violins, but two separate string quartets,
simultaneously competitive and cooperative” (Tim Page 30). In addition, there are
moments where Zwilich creates dialogue among instruments within each string quartet.
This notion is not new; it grew out of the Romantic ideal, notably in the string quartets of
Schumann; suffice to mention his String Quartet No. 1, op. 41. Schumann believed that
string quartets should create fluid interchange among parts, creating a four-way
conversation.

The Double Quartet
The Double Quartet is written in four movements with fast-slow-fast-slow tempi: I.
Allegro moderato, II. Lento, III. Allegro Vivo, and IV. Adagio. The continuity among
movements is evident; the last note of each movement shares the same note or a semitone
lower with the first note in the next movement. Although the piece is written in four
movements the conventional formal structure in each movement is abandoned. What is
interesting here is that the third movement is heard as the extension of the first movement,
and the last movement is the extension of the second movement. Not only does the first
and third movements share similar ideas, but also the third movement tends to repeat
some identical musical material of the first movement. For example, in the passage
beginning at measures 139 (Example 1a) in the first movement the pitches and idea are
identical to the passage beginning at measure 52 in the third movement (Example 1b).
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Example 1a

Example 1b

Similar treatment is also employed in the second and last movements. This does not mean
that the composer is running out of ideas, rather Zwilich has created familiarity and
coherence among movements. Such musical handling is not new; it is often employed
within a movement.
The piece begins with a most common element of Zwilich musical style, that is, a
long sustained note presented in a slow manner of crescendo. Such a musical
characteristic can be found in many of her compositions in the 1980s, for example,
Symbolo (1988), Piano Trio (1987) and Concerto for Trumpet and Five Players (1984). In
addition, the use of sustaining notes is one of the prominent musical ideas and textures
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that connects the entire composition.
To some extent, Zwilich maintains a traditional way of writing her music. Themes,
which are heard immediately, are stated clearly in the music; there is nothing here to
distract the listener’s attention from hearing it. In the Quartet, an expressive melodic
theme, with a leap of minor 9th, is introduced at measure 24 after a short introduction. It
slowly unfolds and develops as the music progresses. The head motive of the theme – a
leap up of minor 9th and descent to a minor 3rd – is often used as building material to
new musical ideas and turned into a new form. Examples can be seen at measure 7 of the
second movement (Example 2a) and at measure 103 of the third movement (Example 2b).
Example 2a

Example 2b
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One other point that makes Zwilich’s music approachable is that, apart from clear
thematic connections, melodic motives used in the music are easy to detect, despite the
fact that they are sometimes presented in rhythmic augmentation and different
transpositions. They are first established in the first movement. Generally, the motives in
the music are usually stepwise and chromatic in character. One also witnesses a similar
idea of this musical writing in Bartók’s thematic material. Milton Babbit once commented
that Bartók’s thematic material in his string quartets “consists, characteristically, of a
small number of chromatically related tones stated in their minimal linear span” (Milton
Babbit 378). Here, in the Quartet, for example, Zwilich introduces a short step-chromatic
running sixteenth-notes motive in measure 6 (Example 3), which later becomes important
building material for the second and third movements.
Example 3

Not only has Bartók’s music influenced many composers in the twentieth century,
but it is also listed as a standard music repertoire for both performances and academic
study. His string quartets are also often perceived as “the greater part of Bartók” (Gerald
Abraham.) Most listeners surely know about and have heard his music. Zwilich herself
also played Bartók’s string quartets when she was in college. It is not surprising that the
Bartókian characters in Zwilich’s music project a sense of familiarity to her audience.
The composition also illustrates moments of repeated notes in groups. The reiterated
groups of notes are written in such a way that they remind one of minimalist repetition,
though not without energy and vitality. The notion of classic minimalism is often
explained as a repetitive element with slight change of rhythm and pitch. The music
generally lacks rhythmic impetus and a goal-directed motion. Examples are Terry Riley’s
In C and Steve Reich’s Come Out. One often encounters minimalism in art works, pop
and sometimes in commercial music. The incorporation of “minimalist” texture in the
Quartet is not surprising. Zwilich once remarked: “I want my music to integrate all of my
past, all of my influences. I want people to hear where I came from, what was in my
surroundings” (Ruth Dreier).
Here, in the Double Quartet, a series of constant changing pitch patterns – either in a
repeated note or in groups of notes – that create different moments in “minimalist” texture
are presented in duration of time. Example 4 illustrates a moment where layers of
repeated pitch patterns (violin 1, violin 2 and viola) create “minimalist” texture beginning
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at measure 140 in the first movement.
Example 4

Each “minimalist” texture varies according to different musical ideas. This in turn creates
a sense of moment-by-moment, or fragmentation, as the music nevertheless progresses.
Despite this sense of fragmentation, unity is present in the music. Zwilich connects music
through the thematic materials.
The constant changing “minimalist” texture here plays two different roles in the
music: in individual moments, it serves as an accompaniment to the melodic line; but
when they gather together they act as a means to generate a forward moving momentum.
The former usage is easily found in the string quartets of most composers such Haydn,
Shostakovich, Bartók and many others. What is interesting about the second usage is that
Zwilich has turned the minimalist static into energetic impetus, creating a growing tension
in the music. Examples can be found in the first and third movements.
Zwilich’s approach to fragmentation in the music is also interesting; she tends to
juxtapose both traditional and contemporary musical styles. For example, at measure 79
in the third movement the use of imitative texture that reflects familiarity with a
counterpoint musical style is preceded by minimalist static musical texture, showing the
composer’s eclectic taste in styles (Example. 5).
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Example 5

Indeed, the music retains some of Zwilich’s recognizable characteristics. In addition, by
incorporating musical materials and ideas of her surroundings and where she comes from
in her compositions, shows Zwilich’s desire to communicate with her audience.
Stresses on weak beats and off-beat rhythmic patterns are occasionally employed in
the music. For example, at measure 9 in the second movement (refer to ex. 2), the
accented markings tend to place on the weak beats. Indeed, the compositional writings of
Zwilich also reveal her penchant for American vernacular music, such as blues and jazz.
Her jazz experience comes from her playing trumpet in the Jazz Band while studying at
Florida State University. In her Quintet for violin, viola, cello, contrabass and piano
(2010), Zwilich not only cites Schubert’s “Trout” Quintet, which has the same
instrumentation, and calls the central movement “Die Launische Forelle” (The Moody
Trout), but she also employs blues harmony in the composition. Another example is her
Millennium Fantasy (2000), a work commissioned by Jeffrey Biegel, a renowned pianist.
In this piece, there are jazzy rhythms such as a three-note syncopation motive used
throughout the composition. Biegel describes the Millennium Fantasy as
“classical-romantic in feeling” coupled with a “jazzy side” (“Millennium Consortium
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Project means multiples performances of New Zwilich work”).
To some extent, in the Double Quartet, there are occasions where the musical
handling, such as the employment of a series of hammering repeated note in pizzicato that
accompany a melodic line, brings to mind Bartók’s string quartets. This musical manner
especially reflects its association with the distinct musical characters of quick, percussive,
repeated notes in the second movement of String Quartet No. 2. This is not to say that
Zwilich composes music with no individual character; rather, she fuses her music with
prior musical traditions, creating a sense of familiarity.
In addition, there is more than one point in the composition where one is reminded of
Bartók’s music. The melodic contour in the Double Quartet is written in similar fashion to
that of Bartók’s melodic lines that contain big leaps. Suffice to mention the opening theme
in his String Quartet no. 1, the second theme in String Quartet no. 2, and the second theme
of the Sonata for Violin and Piano No. 1. Generally, a note tends to leap (up or down) to
the next note in a longer note-value, then followed by stepwise motion or closer intervals
such as thirds. A clear example can be seen in Bartók’s String Quartet No. 1 (Example 6).
Here, despite the use of leaps and chromatic notes in the Double Quartet, Zwilich prefers
to avoid strong dissonances in her music. Thus, her music is never inaccessible to the
audience.
Example 6

Apart from the double and triple stops that are used, the complexity in her music
never suggests a strong identification with modernist music, such as Karlheinz
Stockhausen, Edgard Varèse and Geroge Crumb. Nevertheless, like many modernist
compositions, which have emphasized sound color, Zwilich employs mute and without
mute, and double and triple stops in both arco and pizzicato, that suggest a rich timbre.
Dynamic instruction and other performance markings such as slurs and accents are also
used to enhance sonic effect in the music.
Zwilich’s approach to the last moment of the composition is quite distinct. It is not
only the shortest movement (3:51), but also provides a sense of humor at the ending.
What is interesting here is that Zwilich creates a sense of ambiguity. The composer
gradually prepares the ending with a long sustaining note beginning at measure 40 in
decrescendo dynamic markings ranging from forte, mezzo forte, piano to pianissimo, as
one would assume that the music is coming to a closure. However, when the moment
finally arrives at measure 54, and where a halt is inserted, Zwilich makes a twist, and
turns the music into a comic effect. The music is then restated, the sustaining note again,
preparing for a second real ending in the last two measures in a fade out fashion. Such
musical humor also brings to mind Haydn’s music, notably his String Quartet No. 2, op 33
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(‘The Joke’).
Indeed, Zwilich approach to playfulness in her music can also be seen in the
Millennium Fantasy. For example the composer carefully organizes a humorous musical
handling at the second movement at measure 153 where the music projects a sense of
ending, but a long pause is employed. Listeners would assume that the music is coming to
an end. Nevertheless, after a long halt (about eight measures) the music starts again and
introduces a new melody at measure 156 in the flute. It is as if the music suggests a new
beginning after the long pause; there is nothing that prepares the listener for the next
musical event that follows. Indeed, fermatas and grand pauses are also a frequent means
by which Haydn dramatized his music. Charles Rosen once wrote that the comic becomes
“not only the characteristic mood of a work but often, particularly with Haydn, an
essential technique” (Rosen 97). Karl Ludwig Junker claimed that the music of Haydn
contains humor: “Can anyone tell me one single work of Haydn in which humor would
not always be a marked trait? One will find none” (Wheelock 46).

Conclusion
Zwilich incorporated a variety of musical styles and her own musical idioms into her
music. One also witnesses how she relates her music to her musical experience and
environment. The composition is certainly rich in musical ideas. Joseph Kalichstein, a
pianist, said that Zwilich “manages in an unabashed way to draw on the past, and yet
finds her own language” (Leslie Kandell). Indeed, one finds no perceptible clash of styles
in her music. Not only does her music display a synthesis of styles and ideas from the past
and present, which creates her musical identity, but also from which Zwilich has created
musical familiarity in hearing. Not surprisingly, Zwilich’s striving to communicate with
her listeners is apparent; she intends to create a greater approachability to musical
language.
Indeed, there is nothing uncompromising in Zwilich’s music. She has created a
musical syntax as rich in expressive as in musical style diversity. She is trying to discover
new ways of treating the musical past and present, and music with which she is familiar.
Suffice to mention her presenting the idea of classic minimalism differently. Not only
“minimalist” texture, but also Bartókian musical idioms, are apparent in the composition.
Although different musical styles are employed in the music, they blend well into one
another. Neither traditional styles nor “minimalist” texture are over stated in the music; it
is, in fact, pleasing to hear and significant in the musical context. Indeed, Zwilich unites
various musical ideas and styles into a complete whole.
Musically, the composition appears as conservative and straightforward, yet not
without humor. The playful ending certainly plays a trick on the listener, showing her
creativity in the music. Despite fragmentation in textures, expressive themes – in
rhythmic augmentation and different transpositions – are easily recognized. Unity is
perceived through thematic and motivic connections in the composition. Both themes and
motives are used as building material to expand new musical ideas. All these musical
treatments are accustomed to ears. It is not surprising that her music brought her to the
notice of the wider concert-going and listening public.
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